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Abstract 
This article presents the potential of the port of Szczecin in terms of the possible use of inland waterways to handle and transport 
goods within the city of Szczecin. It proposes a new form of transport organization based on the original concept of the use of 
interim container terminals, arranged in a number of key points in the city with an adequate structure of the quays. The term 
interim container terminals is understood as undeveloped or developed paved yards at the quays with access to road and/or rail 
transport. These terminals would be supported by mobile equipment such as reachstacker vehicles or fixed cargo handling 
equipment. The use of this type of solution would enable the reduction or even complete elimination of freight transport handled 
by large-volume road transport. 
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1. Introduction 
Port cities with a developed network of waterways enabling the operation of inland shipping, take care of the 
maintenance and development of this mode of transport, because such networks can connect ports with handling 
facilities. Interest in alternative methods of the implementation of urban freight transport should increase due to the 
growing road traffic in urban areas and, at the same time, maladjustment and deterioration of technical infrastructure 
of urban roads (especially those leading to the ports). 
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A common phenomenon occurring in port cities is the crossing of roads, railway and waterways, which is not 
without importance for the safety of residents. In particular, the level of risk increases with the carriage of dangerous 
goods by road. Taking into account the variety of factors affecting the risk, such as human error, failures of technical 
infrastructure, equipment, means of transport, the forces of nature and activities of a criminal nature, it is important 
to look for solutions to minimize such risk. Frequently, these solutions are less favorable from an economic point of 
view, but they show considerable added value in terms of their social and environmental impacts. 
The geographical location of the majority of European cities favors the development of the idea of using the 
inland waterways to handle freight transport. 
Many practical activities in urban logistics or urban freight transport prefer road transport as a basic mode of 
transport. This results from the fact that it is undoubtedly the dominant branch in urban freight transport and the vast 
majority of cargo handling is carried using lorries and vans (or cargo bike - www.cyclelogistics.eu). However, it is 
worth noting that over the last several years there have been many solutions based on rail transport (e.g. cargo trams 
or underground used to handle cargo) as well as the use of inland waterways (Taniguchi, Nemoto 2008; Hallock S., 
Wilson 2009; Issenmann et al. 2010; Regue, Bristow 2012; Kikutaa et al. 2012) . In particular, this aspect is 
emphasized by the report prepared for the European Commission by MDS Transmodal Limited in collaboration with 
the Centro di ricerca per il Trasporto e la Logistica (CTL ). It highlights six major categories of solutions for 
improving the functioning of urban logistics, resulting from the primary task areas, which include ( European ... 
2012): 
x regulatory measures, which are essentially rules and prohibitions, supported by a control/enforcement system, 
that are designed to control private activity for  the wider benefit of society: 
x market-based measures, such as taxes and tolls. They are usually defined as “market-based” measures because 
their aim is to “modify” the market prices of the goods whose production generates negative effects (or external 
costs); 
x land use planning, relating mainly to the allocation of land for the implementation of logistics operations and are 
the result of bilateral relations between the transport and logistics solutions and the use of land; 
x new technology-based measures, referring primarily to the use of alternative power sources of commercial 
vehicles, ensuring low or zero exhaust emissions (mostly electric, hybrid, hydrogen gas power sources); 
x management measures – this category of measures includes not only management measures that are implemented 
directly by private sector actors to secure sustainable urban distribution, but also all measures, whether 
implemented by private or public actors, that are not included in regulations, fiscal measures, new infrastructure, 
technology or urban planning; 
x infrastructure measures, including the construction of new and the adaptation of existing infrastructure used for 
the purposes of urban freight transport; this also applies to the modal shifting of urban freight usually from road 
to rail:  on-street loading and unloading bays;  services supporting shifting from road to other means of transport (rail, underground, inland waterways). 
These types of measures can have different influences on the development of the distribution processes. It is 
understood as a function that enables entrepreneurs to appear on the market of manufactured products and services, 
as well as their sale (Frankowska, Jedliński 2011). It is possible to identify many factors that determine the structure 
of transport, their frequency, volume and interaction with the urban transport system. In the context of the presented 
considerations, the crucial one is the availability of transport resulting from the dislocation of recipients of the 
supplies, and the access to the elements of nodal and linear infrastructure. With respect to inland waterways, linear 
infrastructure includes inland waterways (mainly rivers and canals), whereas nodal infrastructure means mainly 
inland waterway ports. It is worth noting that from the point of view of the usefulness of inland waterway transport 
in the context of its usage to support urban delivery, nodal infrastructure also includes the following important 
elements: warehouses, transshipment points, storage yards, parking lots, but also junctions of different modes of 
transport . 
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Solutions described in the report are seen as a key element to the development of sustainable urban freight 
transport, with respect to metropolitan areas (European… 2012). For these reasons, it is necessary to take a broader 
look at the functioning of the urban freight transport. 
2. Introduction 
Nowadays some interesting examples of inland waterway utilization for urban freight transport are used in 
European cities (www.greenport.com): 
x about 26 containers (or 450 pallets) are coming by barge, on a daily basis, from the inland terminal of Bonneuil-
sur-Marne to the Bourdonnais port at the foot of the Eiffel Tower to be distributed to one of the 100 Franprix 
supermarkets located within a few kilometres of the quay. The last mile deliveries are realized by clean trucks 
(Euro 5). The use of inland waterway transport is still more expensive than trucks but in the longer term, it is 
expected that the daily transhipment of containers will grow up to 48. In this case this measure will result in a 
modal shift of 450 000 tonnes-km and decrease of CO2 in 37%; 
x company “Vert chez vous” use barges to operate as floating warehouses. Goods are first loaded at the Tolbiac 
Port together with tricycles. During the navigation on the Seine, the goods are sorted according to the delivery 
zones and tricycles are loaded on board. At the arrival at one of the ports, the tricycles are unloaded and start their 
round by distributing parcels up to 30 kg. Empty tricycles are then loaded and the barge continues to the next 
drop off point; 
x the Dutch Ministry of Transport allowed DHL to launch the "Floating Distribution Centre", through which DHL 
is providing an express delivery service for its customers in the centre of Amsterdam. The boat stops at specific 
locations of major channels, which form the walls of the downtown. Every morning the boat loads DHL parcels 
and letters that are going to be distributed in the next hours at a dock in the northern part of the city; As a result, 
each day, only two instead of ten delivery vans have to find their way through the narrow and congested streets of 
Amsterdam; 
x the next example from Amsterdam is the measure utilized by logistics service group Mariteam Mokum;  
Mariteam Mokum use two kinds of barges (the City-Supplier and the Power Supplier). The City-Supplier is 
equipped to meet different sorts of deliveries including urban containers, pallets, gas tanks, etc. and this thanks to 
a hydraulic crane. The HoReCa sector tours include the delivery of goods and clean linen as well as the collection 
of dirty linen and waste. The waste is then forwarded to a combustion plant located in the port of Amsterdam, 
which transforms them into clean fuel. The Power Supplier is a multifunctional barge with two generators 
equipped with telescopic pillars also allowing it to dock in the "middle of the water". This boat is designed to 
carry heavy materials, like building materials, but can become a floating platform for construction and even a 
stage for cultural events. Both kinds of barges use hybrid engines (electric and biodiesel); 
x in Utrecht an electric 'beer boat' was introduced, which delivers goods via the canals. The alleys and narrow canal 
streets are not efficient for accommodating big deliveries but loading and unloading lorries in the streets creates 
nuisance of noise or CO2 emissions and ruins the view of beautiful historical buildings. For these reasons shops 
and restaurants along the historical canals of the inner city are supplied via the water by the emission-free “beer 
boat”. This system requires the presence of two persons on board: an agent of the city leading the barge and crane 
operation, while the driver serves the clients on the dock. The barge can carry up to 20 tonnes and can 
accommodate refrigerated and frozen products. 
The examples of waterway utilization for urban deliveries as well as their impact on environment are showed in 
table 1. 
Table 1. Examples of inland shipping utilization in city logistics. Source: (Janjevic, Ndiaye 2014) 
Initiative Stakeholders involved Estimated environment impact 
Beer Boat (Ultrecht): deliveries to local 
shops, hotels and restaurants 
City of Ultrech (Department of Public 
Works), Four breweries, one catering 
industry wholesaler, 65-70 final customers 
First diesel Beer Boat: reduction of 
emissions: particles (74%), CO2 (27%), 
NOx (85%); Electric Beer Boat: reduction of 
98%, 94% and 100% respectively 
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Mokum Maritiem (Ansterdam): deliveries to 
local shops and waste transport 
Icova (waste transportation), Koninklijke 
Saan (transport operator) and 3 tour boat 
companies (Rederij ‘t Smidtj’’e, Rederij de 
Nederlanden and Canal Company) 
Information not available 
Vert Chez Vous, Paris (France): parcel 
deliveries 
Vert chez Vous (city logistics operator), Port 
of Paris, Navigable Waterways of France, 
Euroflots (river transport) 
Allows avoiding 15 heavy-duty vehicles and 
207,9 kg of CO2 per day (51,975 kg per 
year) with a goal of 30 vehicles and 10, 
3950 kg of CO2 in the near future 
DHL floating distribution centre, 
Amsterdam: parcel deliveries 
DHL (transport operator), City of 
Amsterdam 
Allows to avoid 10 cars every day 
(reduction of 150 000 car-kilometers and 
12 000 litres of diesel per year) 
Franprix, Paris: supermarket deliveries Franprix (supermarket retailer), Norbert 
Dentressangle (logistics service provider), 
Navigable Waterways of France, Port of 
Paris, Terminal de Seine and Paris Terminal 
(dock work), SCAT (river transport) 
At full volume, the will allow avoiding 
450 000 km made by road every and 37% 
reduction of CO2 emissions in the entire 
supply chain 
Sainsbury’s, London: transport of food to 
supermarkets 
Sainsbury’s (supermarket chain), Port of 
London 
If extended to all stores in the same area, the 
system could avoid some 350 000 road km 
every year 
POINT-P, Paris: transportation of palletized 
construction material 
POINT-P (construction material distributor), 
Le Freedom (river transport), Navigable 
Waterways of France, Paris Port Authority 
Allows avoiding 2000 trucks per year and 
220 tonnes of CO2 per year 
Velib (Paris) JC Decaux, Mairie de Paris Information not available 
Lille: river transportation of domestic waste Port of Lille, Lille urban community Information not available 
Paper recycling by barge, Paris (France) SITA and Syctom for the Transport, UPM 
Kymmene, Paris Port Authority, Rouen Port 
Authority, Navigable Waterways of France, 
French Environment and Energy 
Management Agency 
Allows avoiding around 4 500 truck 
movements per year, 40% decrease in the 
fossil energy consumption and CO2 
emissions 
 
3. The concept of using inland waterways to handle freight transport and supplies in Szczecin 
3.1. Structure of the port of Szczecin in the context of the functioning of the transport system 
Szczecin has traffic facilities of national and international importance, however, it has a poorly developed road 
network suitable only for the transport of heavy loads. Most of the major road routes run directly through the city 
center. There are no city bypasses that could increase the capacity and flow of freight transport supplied to and from 
the port of Szczecin. All these factors increase the attractiveness of river transport where possible. The geographical 
location of Szczecin in the lower section of the Oder River and the multitude of existing waterways should be 
considered as the possibility for their use, for the distribution of goods delivered to the port by marine ships and 
inland vessels from the north, and by inland vessels from the south. 
The port of Szczecin occupies an area of about 4207 hectares. The total length of quays in the port is more than 
18 km, and they amount to nearly 100. The port uses almost 14 km of quays. The big advantage is the combination 
of the international network of waterways. The transport of goods to and from Germany and other Western 
European countries unloaded in Szczecin can be moved within its area also by an internal waterway network for 
about 270 days a year. This limitation is influenced by the icing in the winter and the seasonal fluctuating. 
Road infrastructure of the Port of Szczecin includes i.a.:  
x road No. E28 of international importance, connecting Szczecin with Berlin and Słupsk (by Koszalin); 
x road No. 3 of national importance, connecting Szczecin with Jakuszyce (through Gorzów Wielkopolski , Zielona 
Góra, Lubin, Legnica, Jelenia Góra); 
x road No. 10 of national importance, connecting Szczecin with Płońsk (through Stargard, Wałcz, Piła, Bydgoszcz); 
Railway infrastructure of the port includes: 
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x double-track electrified railway line No. 273, connecting Szczecin with Wrocław (through Kostrzyn, Zielona 
Góra); 
x double-track electrified railway line No. 401, connecting Szczecin with Świnoujście; 
x double-track electrified railway line No. 351, connecting Szczecin with Poznań (through Stargard); 
x single-track railway line No. 409, connecting Szczecin - Gumieńce with Tantow (Germany) 
Inland waterways include the Oder River, which connects Szczecin with Berlin (through the Oder–Havel Canal) 
and further on with the trans-European network of inland waterways (through the Oder–Spree Canal), Upper Silesia 
and with the ports of Szczecin Lagoon, German ports and Świnoujście through the internal marine waters. 
Transmission infrastructure of the port includes pipelines for liquid goods (area of Łasztownia and Basen Górniczy). 
Access to Szczecin and its quays from the north leads through the Szczecin and Świnoujście fairways. From the 
point of view of the discussed subject, attention should be paid to the already existing potential, but also the 
possibility of its expansion. After leaving Szczecin Lagoon and entering Roztoka Odrzańska, vessels pass by the 
Port of Police on the west side and the north districts of the widely-located Szczecin. In the context of this paper, 
Skolwin, the north district of the city, becomes attractive because of the planned crossing within road No 111 
connected directly with road S3. 
The next attractive part of the city from the point of view of the discussed topic includes districts moved to the 
south: Stołczyn, Gocław, Golęcino and Żelechowo. All of these areas are equipped with quays and each of them has 
a railway line. 
From the south, Szczecin, its port and quays can be accessed by the following waterways: 
x by West Oder river next to the Pomorzany power plant to the port under bridges Kolejowy and Wielki, with 
limitations of the ship height, or by Przekop Parnicki and Parnica also with limitations. The same way can be 
used to sail to the Central Port next to the grain elevator ”Ewa”, to the shipyard and quays in the north part of 
Szczecin lying along the Szczecin- Świnoujście fairway; 
x by Regalica and Parnica rivers to the bulk cargo district including Basen Górniczy or further by Przekop 
Mieleński to Central Port, shipyard and then to the north districts of Szczecin, or even further to Police and 
Świnoujście. There is also a possibility of bypassing the port by Lake Dąbie to Skolwin, Police and further to 
Świnoujście. 
Both routes come together in the vicinity of Skolwin (Iński Nurt) ,which is not without importance because of the 
possibility of adapting routes to the needs, depending on the sailing conditions. An important element that should be 
considered in the further part is the ability to pass this route to Lubczyny on the eastern shore of Dąbie Lake. 
The first of these routes runs through the center of Szczecin. The other by-passes the city, but both of them are 
connected and meet in the south and north of it. Bridges passing over waterways, especially those with smaller 
vertical clearances, where inland sailing is carried, are serious obstacles and they limit the ability to conduct free 
sailing. Bridges, which are not limiting sailing, are places of waterway and inland road crossings, and naturally their 
surroundings become an attractive destination in terms of the ability to create infrastructure to carry transshipment 
from ships to cars . 
Table 2 shows a list of road and railway bridges crossing the inland waters of the Szczecin waterway junction. It 
should be noted that the required vertical clearance should be 5.25 m in accordance with the high navigable water 
level (HNWL). Horizontal clearance is not an issue in the case of inland vessels, the width of which does not exceed 
10m . 
From the point of view of the concept presented in this paper, 4 bridges do not meet operating parameters of the 
navigable route in the size of vertical clearance. Technical parameters of the railway bridge over the Parnica river 
disqualify waterway through Parnica and Przekop Parnicki. In terms of the vertical clearance, this bridge does not 
even meet the parameters required for the lowest Class Ia waterway, i.e. the waterway of regional importance. The 
location of the Kolejowy and Wielki bridges on the West Oder also causes difficulties for navigation. Kolejowy lift 
bridge on Regalica in Podjuchy is a problem due to frequent breakdowns and sometimes a lack of bascule span 
operators. This causes several hours of downtime for vessels, which have to wait for the bascule span to be lifted. 
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The movement of passenger trains is carried out in accordance with the timetable, but freight trains pass through the 
bridge in an irregular manner. With the smooth operation of the bascule span and regular movement of trains, this 
bridge would not be an onerous obstacle. 
Table 2. Road and railway Bridges located  on the inland waters of Szczecin waterway junction. Source: own work 
based on data of RZGW Szczecin 
Item River Km Type of bridge Vertical clearance [m] 
 Existing 
1. West Oder 31,17 Road-rail bridge  11,86 
2. West Oder 35,59 Railway bridge Below required 3,79 
3. West Oder 35,95 Road bridge „Długi” Below required 
3,78 center 
3,40 total 
4. West Oder 36,50 Road bridge   11,46 
5. Parnica 4,45 Railway bridge Below required 1,89 
6. Parnica - Road bridge – entrance.   11,11 
7. Parnica - Road bridge - exit.  >5,25 
8. Parnica 4,00 Road bridge „Portowy” Below required 3,82 
9. Regalica 733,7 Railway bridge  2,96 p.s.  6,20 p.z.  
10. Regalica 734,6 Road-rail bridge  5,96 
11. Regalica 737,3 Road bridge „Pionierów”  9,10 
312. Regalica 737,6 Road bridge „Cłowy”  5,43 total 6,24 center 
 
3.2. The concept of the use of interim container terminals  for handling deliveries within Szczecin 
Given the wide territory of large agglomerations, which are accompanied by a well-developed network of 
waterways, it would be justified to consider the concept of creating interim container terminals  with smaller storage 
areas. Access to the quays and road connections raise the idea of using this potential. Large container terminals and 
the distribution of containers by road would be too much for already congested roads, especially near ports and 
container terminals. If this concept is analyzed with the example of Szczecin, it would be necessary to select the 
appropriate locations in the remote districts scattered in a “star” shape even outside the administrative area of the 
city. At present, waterways discussed in this paper handle transport containers only occasionally, and only one of the 
waterways allows for such transport to a limited extent. 
The inland waterways of Szczecin waterway junction have been classified into waterways of international 
importance of Class Vb navigability. This is the highest class provided by the Ordinance of the Council of Ministers 
of May 7th 2002 on the classification of inland waterways (Journal of Laws No. 77, item 695) on the Polish 
territory. According to the Ordinance, the minimum clearance under bridges above the high navigable water level 
for Class Vb navigability waterways is 5.25 m, while for inland waterways, where containers are transported in three 
layers, a minimum clearance should be 7.0 m. In this situation, due to the small vertical clearance which would 
allow transporting containers in three layers, it would be necessary to consider the possibility of transporting 
containers in two layers. These considerations come down to transportation in the city of Szczecin.   
In the analyzed context, there are three variants of the system usage: 
x delivery of container to the container terminal in the Port of Szczecin by different modes of transport and 
subsequent supply of those of them that are intended for customers in Szczecin by waterway vessels to interim 
container terminals; 
x delivery of containers by inland vessels directly to interim container terminals  ; 
x transport of containers between interim container terminals using inland vessels.  
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In the first variant, handling processes are implemented using the equipment of e.g. container terminal (Ro-Ro) at 
Czeskie, Słowackie or Fińskie quays. The transshipment in interim container terminals would be carried out with the 
use of e.g. reachstacker vehicles, similarly to the second and third variant. 
The container terminal in the port of Szczecin is supported by DB Port Szczecin. It provides for the handling of 
containers of the following companies: Maersk, CMA CGM, Evergreen, APL, Hapag - LIoyd, CSCL, COSCO, 
Hanjin, NYK and feeder operators. Containers are transported by sea directly from Hamburg, Bremerhaven, 
Rotterdam, Gdańsk, Gdynia, Klaipeda, Riga, St. Petersburg, Copenhagen, Aarhus and Malmo. The container 
terminal is located on the Fińskie Quay, which is equipped with two wharf cranes with a lifting capacity of 45 
tonnes of Ship to Shore (STS) type. A storage yard with an area of 35,000 m2 is equipped with 4 RTG cranes with a 
lifting capacity of 40 tonnes. 
Taking into account the fact that the port handles more than 500 thousand tonnes of goods in containers , 
including dangerous goods (although these amounts are relatively small), it is worth analyzing statistics on the 
location of the recipients in Szczecin. Figure 1 shows the approximate proposed locations of interim container 
terminals, taking into account previously mentioned conditions:  
1. Port of Police, 
2. Stołczyn, e.g. Kra quay, 
3. Gocław, e.g. Snop quay, 
4. Żelechowa, e.g. Cal quay, 
5. Elektrownia Pomorzany, quay 
6. Podjuchy, Port Art. quay, 
7. Cegielinka, quay, 
8. Lubczyna, 
9. Container terminal, e.g. DB Port Szczecin. 
Fig. 1. Inland waterways in Szczecin. Source: own work based on www.rzgw.szczecin.pl/region-wodny-ucker 
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Barges, which are most commonly used in the Szczecin waterway junction (SWW), include dumb and flattop 
barges with no mechanical power sources, with the capacity from 150T to over 830T (Tab. 3).  
These are vessels used to transport bulk cargo and the construction of their hold, especially hatches, does not 
allow for the efficient loading of containers. In addition, the containers extending their height above the deck line 
hinder observation carried from the maneuvering position on the towboat. Only in the case of BP -500 and BP -800 
vessels, dimensions of the cargo hold hatch cause no difficulties. For this reason, these particular types of barges are 
taken into account in the presented concept. It is important that vessels would travel both within the SWW and 
beyond. In this case these barges are optimal, because of the ability to transport the biggest number of containers in 
a single carriage. Smaller barges, in particular flattop barges, are taken into account only in relation to the transport 
of smaller numbers of containers loaded on the deck in a single-layer system. In this case handling would require a 
smaller amount of time.  
Fig. 2. BP-500 Barge. Source: own work. 
Table 3. Pushed barges used in the Szczecin waterway junction. Source: own work based on (Kulczyk, Winter 2003; Ossowski 2009) 
 
In both cases, the containers would be loaded in two layers in a specific manner, i.e. with the spacing of the upper 
layer of containers so as to create a gap between them, allowing the observation of the bow by the helmsman. The 
height of the barge with two layers of containers amounts to 5m, which allows for the movement of vessels by 
towboats e.g. Bizon type on the waters of Szczecin. 
4. Conclusions 
The implementation of the proposed solution based on the creation of interim container terminals network in the 
area of Szczecin is possible due to the extensive waterways, existing and planned quays, and the use of floating 
fleet, which does not require significant adaptation and modernization. 
An important factor is the selection and good planning of interim container terminals location that should be in 
line with market expectation. Furthermore, there is the need for comprehensive solutions to meet the needs of better 
restoration of the Szczecin waterway junction. It is necessary to rebuild the low bridges and adjust their parameters 
to those required for the waterways of Class Vb navigability. Bridges that need to be rebuilt include: the road bridge 
“Długi” and the railway bridge at 35.59 km on the West Oder river; railway bridge at 4.45 km and road bridge 
Name Type Capacity Length Width Height Draught 
BP – 150 Dumb barge 153 tonnes 34.60 m 4.55 m 1.65 m 1.50 m 
BP – 300 Flattop barge 290 tonnes 31.24 m 9.02 m 1.55 m 1.40 m 
BP – 335 Dumb barge 390 tonnes 35.00 m 8.68 m 1.71 m 1.60 m 
BPP – 300 Flattop barge 290 tonnes 31.24 m 9.02 m 1.55 m 1.40 m 
BPP – 400 Dumb barge 380 tonnes 35.00 m 8.70 m 1.70 m 1.55 m 
BP – 400 Dumb barge 390 tonnes 35.00 m 8.68 m 1.70 m 1.55 m 
BPP – 500K Flattop barge 511 tonnes 47,00 m 8.70 m 1.70 m 1.55 m 
BP – 500 Dumb barge 480 tonnes 45.00 m 8.98 m 1.70 m 1.61 m 
BP – 800 Dumb barge 853 tonnes 59,00 m 8,99 m 2.30 m 2.19 m 
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“Portowy” on the Parnica river; and railway bridge at 733.7 km on the Regalica river. The latter should be rebuilt in 
the first place. This would enable the use of Regalica for a free sailing between the port of Szczecin and West Oder, 
but also up the river, which could be substantial in the case of container transport. 
As shown by the experience of European cities, the use of inland waterways to handle freight transport and 
supplies in the cities can significantly reduce the amount of freight carried by road. Moreover, through the use of 
environmentally friendly, energy-efficient sources of barge power, it can significantly affect the reduction of the 
negative impact of the transport system on the environment. 
A key prerequisite to ensure the effectiveness of such solutions is the appropriate involvement of stakeholders, 
with particular emphasis on local governments (Janjevic, Ndiaye 2014). Without their participation and direct 
support, such systems cannot be adequately developed and provide an appropriate quality of supply. This becomes 
particularly crucial in the context of operating costs generated by this type of system. Only its full use by a 
significant number of logistics operators can result in the achievement of economic efficiency. On the other hand, it 
is important that the use of environmentally friendly inland transport, functioning on the basis of the use of 
alternative power sources, can generate substantial added value in the context of sustainable transport. 
Due to the location of the city and its potential for internal waterways, the concept presented for Szczecin can be 
an interesting alternative to traditional transport. The use of interim container terminals to support delivery within 
the city help to reduce the nuisance of freight transport carried out by large-volume delivery vehicles, and may 
provide a basis for the adaptation of similar systems used in other European cities. 
However, the basis for the effective implementation of the presented concept is the involvement of both local as 
well as regional authorities. It is necessary to stimulate the interest of these type of solutions and indicate potential 
social benefits. An increase in awareness of the possibilities of using the inland waterways to handle freight 
transport and supplies in Szczecin is the first action that must be taken to implement this concept in practice. It is 
also important to attract stakeholders representing a business environment, who will see in this, both economic, as 
well as branding benefits. 
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